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Being cautious isn't cowardice

It's been 3 months since my last note mainly because there hasn’t been much to
say.

After all, equity markets have mostly traded sideways since then. 

The ASX 200 and S&P 500 are still trading at the same level as December 16, 2022.

Also my September, October, November and December 2022 newsletters set the
scene and contained much about how I planned to position portfolios.

Although, in between these newsletters, I do write very often on my
Blog, Substack or LinkedIn about many other specific investment ideas and
observations.

Currently

I am increasing cash allocations,

this means selling more equities,

and for the first time in 15 years, buying bonds and/or fixed income equivalents.

3 weeks ago, clients received my note with the reasoning behind these major
changes in asset allocation.
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While buying bonds at these levels suggests locking in term deposits, it also implies
NOT fixing your borrowing interest rates.

But keep in mind that there are selected stocks which I continue to own for a host of
reasons relevant to either their themes, valuations or being long-term compounders.

Protecting Capital

I am being cautious and have a more bearish stance.

I am protecting capital and taking less risk.

The risk/reward ratio has changed as broader equity markets which I analyse and
monitor are trading at or closer to the upper end of their ‘extremes’.

While equity markets could ‘rip’ higher in the coming month/s, be careful to not
chase it higher without an excellent and compelling reason.

Today, it is difficult to make a bullish case for equities considering the notable
changes being seen in rising corporate taxes, interest rates having quadrupled and
inflation being at its highest percentage since 1990.

And with all of that, the ASX 200 is only trading 6% below its all-time high.

The Sermon

Be careful allocating a large (majority) of your investing funds into ‘riskier’ assets at
current levels.

I think many will lose a lot of money if they don’t conduct adequate analysis and
research.

I’ve told peers that we may receive requests to fix broken portfolios in the years
ahead due to overzealous or uninformed allocations to equities based on
mantras that include “there is a lot of cash on the sidelines” or a fear of receiving
negative ‘real returns’ whilst holding cash.

Being diversified across hundreds of equities through managed funds or ETF’s is
NOT protecting capital, nor is it being diversified. 

Arguably, it is a pathway towards investing mediocrity.

Faithfully believing in the religion “it’s time in the market and not timing the market”,
in fact may be dangerous to your wealth. 

When considering the material investment change which we are experiencing,
investors are factually placing money 'at risk' by following such a fully invested and



supposed diversified strategy. 

Finding solace and mimicking the same investment returns as others by hugging the
same life raft, is not protecting capital nor is it practicing wealth preservation.

p.s. holding 5% in cash isn't capital preservation either.

Bearish

For some months, we are hearing news of real estate funds freezing or limiting the
amount of redemptions (withdrawals) investors are permitted to make, some
financial institutions are having difficulty and/or liquidity issues and an increasing
amount of companies are being liquidated or placed into administration. 

These things don’t happen at the beginning of a bull market.

Inflation

Inflation is moderating.

My past newsletters also illustrated a host of commodities which are contributing to
deflationary results.

The chart below displays the cost of shipping dry bulk goods such as grain and iron
ore.



I also recommend being cynical about the financial news being peddled.

The news that many receive from the media, particularly about inflation is actually
laggard information. Inflation in the U.S. has already fallen from 9% down to 6%.

Incidentally, interest rates tend to follow such deflationary price moves.

Here is a chart showing both the Australian 2 year government bond yield and the
Australian inflation rate.

Once my predicted inflation moderation has occurred, I think inflation will re-set and
stay higher and ‘stickier’ mainly because governmental fiscal policy continues to be



inflationary.

Government promises and spending programs which are designed to stimulate
economies and win votes coupled with increased nationalism and protectionism is
not assisting the central banks temper inflation through the monetary policy which
they are trying set.

As a result, expect to see scenarios where the higher (than normal) cost of
borrowing over the coming years will prove to be expensive for new capacity
(industrial, commodity etc) to be constructed, which will lead to less supply and more
scarcity.

In other news and markets 

I am waiting for lower prices (generally) amongst commodities;

this includes the price of oil and gold and

the Australian Dollar (versus the USD) is stuck between 64 and 76 cents;

However, the glass is half-full

While this all plays out, there will be things to do such as locking in borrowing rates
and hunting for bargains.

The upcoming buying opportunities will be monumental.

It’s a stock and asset picking market.

Until next time,

Warm Regards,

Rob Zdravevski

rob@karriasset.com.au
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